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Ideal partner for your long days at sea. Stability and wide spaces. Raised tubulars over the walkway 
and wide sunbathing areas enhance passenger safety. The CLUBMAN series is designed for the family. 
Even the little ones can move freely on board without any risk

luxury for
everyone



For leisure 

Thanks to its functionality, its living spaces and 
its standard equipment, the Clubman 28 is the 
optimal boat for any boat owner. The hull softly 
rides on waves and is well balanced to absorb 
the impacts as much as possible. It is optimally 
balanced in terms of weight, ensuring maximum 
stability and performance. The wide spaces on 
the deck allow for easy movement. The awning, 
simple to install, provides protection from the 
aft deck to half console with the possibility of 
extending it up to the bow with an extension. 
The WC completes the appeal of the boat 
providing an area for extra privacy.

As a tender

The Clubman 28 is an ideal boat also as a tender 
for yachts or large boats. It can be equipped 
with a T-top and a lateral ladder for landing at 
the dock. The bathroom area inside the console 
can be transformed into a simple compartment 
for the storage of materials and therefore also 
useful for the transport of goods intended for 
life on board the mother vessel. Interesting also 
as a marine taxi considering the number of 
seats, the comfortable space and its smooth 
ride.

For renting

Easy to use and very comfortable, the 
Clubman 28 is a simple and safe choice for 
those who want to spend a wonderful day at 
sea thanks to all the features that this model 
offers, easy to install and use. The large awning, 
a comfortable convertible dinette, a refrigerator 
and a bathroom in which it is possible to enter 
standing up, are just a few examples of what 
this boat can offer. This is why the Clubman 
28 is certainly one of the most popular and 
successful models suitable for any renter.

AT
SEA 

WITH 
YOU 
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The bow area is characterised by a large sundeck 
that merges with the console area. At the 
extreme bow, a fiberglass platform with teak 
insert and side bollards provides a convenient 
platform for descent/ascent. Three cushions 
surmount the two main lockers.

The first storage which lies under the the 
sunbathing area is designed for quick and easy 
access to the electric winch and the chain. 
The second one very deep and spacious where 
the lifting / towing hooks are located was de-
signed for the general stowage of objects 
on board or for safety equipment. 
This self-draining compartment reduces 
humidity, allowing water to flow directly to the 
bilge.

To avoid having to put the awning at the stern 
and preventing the passage to the aft platforms, 
the largest locker lid is designed for such 
purpose by placing the tent under it.

boat
equipment
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On the console two handrails characterise 
both sides, while a stainless steel handle on the 
dashboard provides a grip to the passenger.
The space for the instrumentation has been 
designed to allow easy installation of the 
instruments and a useful glove compartment
is located under the steering wheel. 
The windshield is wide and enveloping for 
greater protection during navigation.

The driving seat is extremely functional. 
A seat surmounts the driving bench with the 
double function of sitting and resting while 
standing up (once fixed with the appropriate 
fixing) to cushion any kidney blows. A footrest 
with teak insert has been inserted to facilitate 
stand up driving.

www.jokerboat.it

Lifting the lid on which the captain’s seat is 
applied, reveals a cutting board and a sink 
with tap. The cutting board can also be reduced 
or replaced with two gas or electric induction 
cookers.



The console is central with 2 wide steps on 
each side. Towards the bow an ergonomic and 
extremely comfortable vertical seat hides the 
bathroom compartment lid.

Raising the door under the console front seat 
we find the bathroom. Two steps designed for 
a soft and comfortable descent give access to 
this area where a maximum height is 1.80 m.

boat
equipment

A teak table opens up towards the dinette 
to provide n even larger work space to rest 
materials or extend the kitchen to the stern. 
Finally on the left side a refrigerator is installed 
standard to facilitate access to drinks / food 
when cooking.
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The cockpit has a “U” shaped dinette at the 
stern that comfortably accommodates 6 
people. Under each pillow lies a locker lid, 
each communicating with the largest central 
locker. This creates a very large space and uses 
almost half the length of the boat and the 
whole depth of the hull. Versatile to maximum 
levels, the stern is divided into 3 different areas, 
depending on how the teak table is installed: 
No extension or table. Without the teak table 
placed as a subbed extension or as table the 
area is optimal during navigation and provides 
a safe place to sit comfortably. 

With leg and table installed. This configuration 
is excellent to accommodate 6 people under 
the protection of the huge awning. The table is 
easy to install thanks to an interlocking system. 
When not in use, the leg and the folded table 
are placed in one of the side lockers and fixed 
with a special system designed to prevent 
movement during navigation. 

The bathroom is equipped with a toilet, sink 
with extractable faucet that doubles a shower, 
a self-draining floor, two mirrors and a venting 
window. Its generous height for the category, 
allows for entering comfortably standing.
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boat
equipment

The aft cushion is a long stiff backrest
upholstered with soft cushions and fixed with 
stainless steel hinges that allow the cushion to 
rotate towards the engines with a special and 
unique mechanism patented by Joker Boat. 
In this way not only the access to the aft
platforms is facilitated, but the space dedicated 
to the sunbathing area is increased drastically.

The bilge is wide and well studied. 
Two side steps facilitate the descent from 
the platforms placed on the tubes and from 
the main dinette area. Two extremely large 
platforms characterise the left and right side 
of the engines and a recessed ladder (on the 
left-hand platform) allows, together with an 
INOX lift handle, easy access to the boat from 
the water.

Table (extension) and cushion. The same 
table used with the INOX leg can be used as an 
extension of the aft sundeck. The teak table is 
locked in position with 2 special supports and 
a bulkhead and with an additional cushion 
transform the dinette into a huge sunbathing 
area. Once the aft back cushion is reclined, a 
sunbathing area  is obtained that is more than 
2m long and is as wide as the entire deck.
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At the aft, 3 huge lockers extend from tube to 
tube and to the transom. Side access under the 
dinettes seat gives space to a raised locker area 
for stowage of materials necessary at arms 
reach.
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Technical specifications

Length All Out: 8,50 m

Max Beam (inflated): 3,15 m

Deck Length: 7,70 m

Beam: 1,88 m

Tubes Diameter: 63 cm

Tubes Pressure: 0,35 atm

Dry Weight: 1.800 kg

Air Compartments: N.6

Max People on Board: N.16

Max Motor Power: 368 Kw (500 HP) 

Motor Shaft Length: XXL x 1

Hull Construction Material: Fiberglass

Self Draining: Yes

Storage Areas: N.6

Project Category: B

Trailerable: deflated

Optional equipment

Air Pressure Gauge
Boat cover
Console cover
Fiberglass rollbar with lights
Teak Deck

Standard equipment

Acoustic sounder Oar
Bilge Pump Repairing Kit
Bimini Top with gas springs Sink
Blower Ski points
Built-in INOX Ladder Stainless Steel Handrails
Console with Windshield Sunbathing Cushions + Driver’s Seat
Electric Windlass with anchor & chain Teak tables x 2 (big and small)
Electric Inflator User’s Manual + CE Certification
Fridge Lt.75 Utility Panel (various functions) 
Fuel Tank Lt. 400 Washbasin + Shower
Hydraulic Steering Water Tank Lt.120
Navigation lights Wc + Macerator

equipment and
technical data
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colors chart guide

Rubber

Teak floor

White Grey Black

Black stripes Grey stripes White stripes

Rope or handles Fiberglass

Bimini

Black Ocean blue Dark
bordeaux

White Silver Yellow White Grey Dark gray Black

Bimini colors are determined
accoding to the cushion’s colors.

Cushions materials

Royal Menir

Terre Sabbia Greise Oyster Avorio Magnolia Neve Nitro Antracite Grafite Gold brown Madre perla Tortora

Nocciola Champagne Silver Perla Daffodil Bronzo Mela Diamante Brown tweed Dolmen Dove

Hypalon texture

Military grey 
carbon

Black carbon Ice white Off white Cream whiteArtic grey Neptune greyOff White 
carbon

Military grey

Italia green Caraibe green Army green Ivory Cream panna

Deer Cappuccino Sandy brown Ibiza blue Alpin blue Ocean blue Dark blue Delphes Blue
NB

Black Caramel Colonial Artic Grey 
Perlage

Anthracite 
Perlage

Military grey 
fabric

Anthracite
grey fabric

Black fabric

Yellow
colorado

Yellow
sunflower

Orange
phebus

Orange
sylvano

Pink Stromboli red Etna red Bordeaux

Neptune
carbon



Via Santa Maria, 98
20093 Cologno Monzese (Mi) Italia
phone +39 0226708367
phone +39 022540681
mail: info@jokerboat.it
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